Abstract. With the rapid development of power electronic technology, power electronic equipments with inverter devices as the main circuit structure are widely used, producing numerous harmonics and having a harmful effect on power grids and electricity equipments. This paper uses the improved genetic algorithm model and least square optimization model to calculate the switch angle when specific harmonic is eliminated and put forward the auxiliary control strategy to achieve power balance in each H bridge converter unit in a certain period.
Restatement of the problem
In occasions of high voltage or high power, more and more cascading multilevel converters are applied. Cascading multilevel converters are composed of several series of converter module units in order to realize the output of high voltage and multilevel. Its basic system structure is shown in figure  1 . H bridge converter units with three level outputs are often used for the converter module, with the inductance L plays a role of filter.
In Selected Harmonic Elimination Pulse Width Modulation (SHEPWM) [1] , a particular switch time is chosen to eliminate the selected low order harmonics when the desired output of fundamental wave voltage v ac is met at the same time, thus improving the quality of output voltage waveform. Because the cascading multilevel converter output voltage v ac is the superposition of v aci , output voltages of each H bridge converter unit, increasing the number of levels can make the output of the step wave closer to sine wave voltage to further reduce the harmonic content. 
（1）
In the expression：
For the cascading converter system with n H bridge converter units, the number of selected harmonic elimination can be (n -1) when meeting the expectations of fundamental voltage amplitude conditions. Then this paper tries to find out a set of θ i （i=1,…, n） to make the fundamental component amplitude of the output voltage being V1m and low harmonic does not be contained (in symmetric three-phase system, harmonic with frequency being multiple of 3 is not considered).
Define modulation ratio amplitude m=V 1m /(nV dc ) , the nonlinear algebraic equations (2) of θ i （i=1,…, n） can be written according to the above constraints as follows:
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For a specific cascading modules number n, only when modulation ratio m values within a certain range can the nonlinear system of equations has solutions. Solving equations require a set of initial value θ i 0 （i=1,…, n）, which has a direct effect on convergence of equations solving. At the same time, waveform quality of output voltage v ac based on step wave selected harmonic elimination technique can de described through the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD), as is shown in expression (3): % 100 % 100 
Mathematical model of selected harmonic elimination technique is a set of nonlinear equations, and the solution of the equations is the key factor that limits this technology in real-time application.
The establishment and solution of the model
In order to achieve selected harmonic elimination, for each given set of cascading module number n and eliminating harmonic frequency, there is a set of switch angle 1, , i i n θ = … （ ） accordingly. In order to make 1, , i i n θ = … （ ） has a solution, modulation ratio ought to have requirements of its range.
For getting the solution of the transcendental equation set of SHEPWM , researches mainly fall on two directions: numerical algorithm and heuristic algorithm. In terms of numerical algorithm, it relies heavily on the selection of initial value, and inappropriate initial values may directly cause the algorithm to have no convergence.
Compared with numerical algorithm, intelligent algorithm does not rely on the selection of initial values, therefore having good versatility and robustness. But it is likely to have defects like slow convergence rate and converging to local optimal solution.
2.1Genetic Algorithm
( ) Genetic Al gorithm GA is a kind of optimization search algorithm based on natural selection principle and natural genetic mechanism. It simulates the life evolution mechanism in the nature and achieves specific objectives optimization in the artificial system. The essence of genetic algorithm is to finally get the optimal solution or near optimal solution through group search technology and based on gradually evolution under the principle of survival of the fittest. It must follow the following steps: generating initial population, getting the fitness rate of each individual, choosing excellent individuals based on the principle of survival of the fittest, pairing each two excellent individuals, generating the next generation of group by random cross of chromosome gene and random mutation of some chromosome, making the group gradually evolve according to this method until meeting the termination conditions of evolution.
Population initialization
Because genetic algorithm has the characteristics of not depending on specific issues itself, the switch angle solution can be transformed to the encoding scheme (this paper is based on decimal encoding) that can be identified by the genetic algorithm. The encoding scheme randomly generates random number within the scope of[0, ] 2 π , making up the space solution matrix of 50 3 × , with the number of chromosomes being 50 as the size of the population. Each matrix chromosomes line refers to a randomly generated switch angle k θ .
Selection
According to the rules of survival of the fittest, individuals with higher fitness rate are more likely to be selected and survive. In order to measure the fitness rate of the individual, this paper constructs a fitness rate function to calculate the fitness rate of the individual. Then this paper adopts the method of roulette according to the fitness rate of individuals. The higher the fitness rate of the individual is, the greater the probability the individual can survive.
Crossover
Crossover operation refers to the operation of selecting two individuals at a certain probability and swapping the chromosomes after the intersection junction with the same position as the intersection junction. The purpose is to generate new hybrid individuals from the original parent individuals. For example, a population randomly generates two individuals 1 X 、 2 X on behalf of the switch angleα . The two individuals carry on the cross with the second place being the intersection junction. Therefore, the first two positions of the chromosomes stay the same while positions afterwards become crossed. Each individual has three chromosomes.
2.1.4Mutation
Mutation refers to the operation of choosing an individual at a certain probability and transforming its genes in random position, aiming to expand the diversity of solution. For example, the second position of the switch angle 1 X is used to do mutation operation, therefore numbers in the second position randomly generate again, while other positions stay unchanged. After operations like selection, crossover and mutation, the individual with the largest fitness rate is selected. If it meets the conditions of harmonic elimination, it is identified as the target angle solution; otherwise keep iteration until finding the optimal solution.
Although GA has many advantages in the optimization process, its biggest shortcoming falls on the fact that in the iterative process it is prone to become premature and make the algorithm converges to local optimal solution. The results show the fact that the quadratic sum of residuals of the equations is too big, causing the fact that using the result as the approximate solution is not accurate. This paper adopts an improved genetic algorithm to overcome the problems that standard GA is prone to become premature and may prematurely converge to the second-best solution, improving it on the basis of the standard GA . The improvement lies in dynamically changing the probability of crossover and mutation. To some extent, it enables the algorithm to better adapt to the comprehensive searching to find the global optimal solution. This paper solves SHEPWM transcend equations corresponding to converters whose converter module unit has 3 levels output [2] and makes the switch angle converge to global optimal solution faster to find that scope of modulation ratio m that enables 1, , i i n
2.2The improved genetic algorithm
The improved genetic algorithm can be divided into two modes: ① a global search mode; ② Local search mode. The characteristics of global search mode are high crossover probability and low mutation probability. It is used to reserve excellent parent genes as far as possible, at the same time in the global scope to make the algorithm evolve towards the objective function orderly in order to prevent it from being premature; while the characteristics of the local search mode are low crossover probability and high mutation probability. In this occasion, search is only done within the scope of target, focusing on finding the target optimal solution near the approximate optimal solution.
According to the characteristics of the SHEPWM equations, this paper focuses on the minimum value of the objective optimization function and defines fbest as the optimum solution in this generation, gbest as the optimal solution for past generations, K as a constant that is no more than 1.
When fbest K gbest < , the evolution is of high efficiency, and the algorithm uses the global search mode; otherwise adopts the model of local search. [3] i refers to the current evolution generations; M refers to the total number of generations that have evolved; 1 c P and 1 m P respectively refers to the crossover probability and mutation probability in global search mode; 2 c P and 2 m P respectively refers to the crossover probability and mutation probability in local search mode. [4] In global search mode evolution direction will be more and more concentrated. Therefore the crossover probability and mutation probability can be dynamically adjusted according to the current evolution generation: Y ε ε ε = + + ， When Y reaches its minimum, the equation set can be thought of having been solved.
